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EPISODE TITLES
• LIZZIE BORDEN, INNOCENT?
• BEAST OF BRAY ROAD
• JACK THE RIPPER REVEALED
• STOLEN CROWN JEWELS
• MIND CONTROL USA
• VAMPIRES OF NEW ENGLAND
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SERIES DESCRIPTION
Scientist and explorer Pat Spain is on the trail of some of the most perplexing enigmas
the world has to offer. Hunting down previously unsolvable cases, carrying out his own
investigations and scientific experiments, Pat sets out to find answers to the mysteries
that have remained unexplained for decades.

EPISODE DESCRIPTIONS
LIZZIE BORDEN, INNOCENT?
Pat Spain reopens the infamous Lizzie Borden murder investigation. There’s compelling
evidence that Lizzie Borden didn’t do it, but if she didn’t, then who did? One of the original
suspects? Or someone history has overlooked…

BEAST OF BRAY ROAD
Pat Spain is on the trail of the Beast of Bray Road, a werewolf like creature sighted more
than thirty times near Elkhorn, WA. Pat tracks down eye witnesses and uses new technology
to try to capture the animal on film.

JACK THE RIPPER REVEALED
Pat Spain is in London, England, on the trail of Jack the Ripper. More than 40 suspects are
still in the frame. But Pat discovers a new suspect – an American herb doctor – and finds
brand new evidence linking him to the murders.

STOLEN CROWN JEWELS
Pat Spain is hunting the Irish Crown Jewels, stolen from Dublin Castle in 1907. He has three
main suspects and investigation leads him to a former antiques shop in England where he
believes the Jewels may be hidden.

MIND CONTROL USA
Pat Spain travels the US investigating whether people’s minds are being controlled by
outside forces. He talks to targeted individuals, looks into conspiracy theories and whether
the technology exists to prove the claims.

VAMPIRES OF NEW ENGLAND
Pat Spain sets out to discover the truth about vampirism in New England in the 1800s. He
wants to find out how these darks and medieval beliefs gained such a foothold at a time
when education was opening up and science was taking off.

